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Introduction
Thanks for taking the time to review a brief collection of facts that may help you form a better
understanding of the natural and man-made dynamics that affect Surfrider Beach.
Of course everyone is entitled to their own opinions, and as you go through the information,
naturally you still may have more questions than answers.
But my goal is only to provide a brief version of how Nature has created, albeit as affected by
Man, an amazing natural wonder: the perfect waves we ride at Malibu.
Now, when we started Surfrider to protect the shape of the wave at 1st Point back in 1984, I was
working at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory writing computer code for spacecraft. Today I’m teaching
high school math classes. So I like to think I’m capable of separating facts from fantasy - which is
important when it comes understanding the problems - and controversies - at Malibu.
This isn’t easy when you consider:
• Natural processes that have been going on for thousands of years - and continue to this day;
• How, starting 100 years ago, the Malibu Creek wetlands was transformed forever thanks
human intervention (such as the construction of PCH); and
• the nostalgia of older surfers vs the sciences of weather, watersheds, wetlands, and waves.
So my presentation is only intended to help simplify some of the complex issues involved - as
opposed to my trying to explain in detail what is a very long and complicated story.
Then again, as Lance Carson said in his speech to protect the shape of the wave at the hearing
back in 1984, “Malibu is like Old Faithful - a natural phenomenon found nowhere else.”
I couldn’t agree more. And if we are to honor that idea, and if we are to consider the issues at
Malibu properly, we owe it to ourselves to do some clear thinking. This presentation represents my
effort to do just that.

Glenn Hening, July 2019

So in 1989, we prevailed upon State Parks to open the lagoon only when the surf was
not good and there weren’t a lot of people in the water. But the saga continued.
Here’s a shot from 1994. You can see where the drainage channel was started, but with
a wide beach, the channel naturally meandered across to the water.

In 1996 I wrote an
extensive article
about the
situation for the
Groundswell
Society’s annual
publication.
Notice the quote
in the caption at
the bottom of the
page with
reference to the
channels dug
back in 1982.
The Park biologist
said,
‘We should have
done it differently,
if at all.’

As can be seen, this
problems at Malibu
involved State Parks
officials, Malibu surfers,
and the newly formed City
of Malibu) all trying to do
something about the
pollution problems that
were making people sick.
In 1996, the permit to
drain the lagoon expired,
but the lagoon was still
suffering from the poorly
designed, low-flow
channels that resulted in
putrid stagnation and
contamination of the
water - which eventually
still drained into the
ocean.

There were a lot of
players in the
process from the
Coastal
Commission to
politicians to
regulatory agencies,
surfers, swimmers,
and, of course, the
newly formed
Malibu chapter of
the Surfrider
Foundation.

The Malibu chapter
of Surfrider never
backed down during
these years, and
held a conference
at Pepperdine
where we heard
from all the major
players, including
State Parks officials.
This was the
beginning of a
serious effort to do
something about
the pollution in the
lagoon. To get it
right this time, State
Parks had to really
think through how to
restore Nature’s
balance to Malibu.

And given how all
these streams
eventually bring water and sand - down to the
ocean, important
considerations included
rainfall patterns, storm
intensity and duration,
and droughts and their
direct affect on the
lagoon, the shoreline,
and the waves.
This fundamental fact
may help explain why
the inside cove at
Malibu is sand-starved
in 2019.

This chart shows rainfall amounts in LA
County - and is a good indicator of why
Malibu is sand-starved in 2019. This past
winter, there was a good amount of rain (as
there was two years ago), but nothing like
1969, or 1983, or 1998, or other peak
years.
And in between the good rainy winters, we
had significant droughts.
And remember, if it isn’t raining, then the
mountains aren’t being slowly eroded - and
no sand or rocks are coming down the
streams and Malibu Creek to the ocean.
Of course, the waves keep breaking, so
long-shore sand transport (again, think Dr.
Inman’s “river of sand”) means that the
sand at our beaches, if not replenished, is
either eroded by waves or trapped in littoral
cells (think Venice Beach up to Santa
Monica beach widening thanks to the
Marina Del Rey breakwater.)

June 2002 A rare shot of two partial breaching of the
“berm”. In neither case did it break through
and the lagoon looks quite full.
This was in June after a “drought” winter with
only 4” of rain.

August 2002 Apparently there’s extremely dense algae,
especially in the artificial channels dug in
1982-83. The influence of the stagnant water
in the artificial channels is a possible cause
for the algae “bloom” in the main channel.

Dec. 31, 2002:
The lagoon finally broke
through and deposited what
appears to be quite an
“alluvial fan” at 1st Point.
But this kind of radical
change was a consideration
when evaluating how to
manage the lagoon when,
in 2002, it was decided to
try and restore the lagoon
to eliminate the low-flow
channels that created putrid
dead-zones of stagnation in
the lagoon waters and
subsequent pollution of the
ocean.

In 2005, the first cut at a plan to solve the
pollution problems at Malibu was published.
This began a process that lasted for almost
six years.
There were stakeholder meetings, public
hearings, regulatory agency reviews,
revisions, new research, and what seemed
like an endless effort to find a solution that
would work for every stakeholder.
This was a very public process, and one of
the first changes was to realize that the
artwork at right was not an accurate picture
of what eventually would work.
Note that both the Coastal Conservancy and
Heal the Bay were integrally involved in the
restoration plan.

Dec. 31, 2005:
In the meantime, the surf rolled
on and the lagoon continued to
pollute the ocean.
Here’s a good example of what
happens when winter’s extreme
high tides and a short period
winter swell can push ocean
water back into the lagoon
through the natural outlet.
Just as important is how winter
swells sweep down the point at
an angle that pushes sand into
the cove from out at 3rd Point.
This means that beach
replenishment in the cove
depends on rain and swells so
that the longshore sand transport
process (the “river of sand”) will
flow sand down into the cove.

March 2006 After a winter of drought, though with above
average rain the previous winter. A lot of sand
had been deposited along the beach, and the
lagoon channels are almost dry since they
were blocked off by sand coming down the
creek from the watershed the previous winter.

December 2006 Nine months later - and the beach is
completely different. This is a good example
of how the beach is always changing. (The
scientific term is “morphology”.)
Note the extreme algae down in front of the
Adamson House.

January 2008 In the middle of a drought year. The
channels appear almost completely dry,
while the lagoon outlet has meandered
toward the pier.

December 2008 This image shows just how much the beach
can change over the course of the year even
without the affects of the artificial channels.
Note the extreme meandering of the lagoon
outlet - as well as the extensive algae.

April 2011:
The rains of
2010-2011 had been
above normal, but
came after five years
of drought. So a lot of
early rains soaked into
the watershed, though
it appears a lot of
sand eventually did
come down the creek.
Once again, note the
meandering outlet of
the lagoon.
This image could be
interpreted to indicate
that drought years
have a significant
affect on the creek
flow, even after an
above-normal rainy
season.

2011 - Back to the Lagoon
Restoration project:
Here’s a graphic showing a
requested alternative that
was finally adopted.
As can be seen, there are
no narrow channels, all the
landfill is gone, and a wide
open area was approved by
all the major stakeholders.
And although surfers were
definitely a part of the
process, the primary
consideration was undoing
the damage done in
1982-83 - and to provide a
coastal habitat for migrating
birds, native plants, and
wetlands aquatic species.

All these
agencies were
involved in the
final approval
of the plan to
restore the
lagoon to the
best possible
version of a
wetlands.
Note the
LRWG: a
number of local
surfers were
members and
consistently
spoke up for
the surfing
community.

2011 The Lagoon Restoration Project was finally approved by the Coastal Commission.
However, please take a look at all the special conditions attached to that approval. It was a
very complicated project to begin with, but even after it was approved, there are significant
challenges to make it work as envisioned.
We should note that in 2019, all the special conditions listed below were addressed.

August 2012 The lagoon restoration
project underway. First
they had to block off the
project area, and then
dig out the entire landfill
through which the
channels had been
carved.
Over 100 truckloads of
construction debris,
including concrete and
asphalt, had to be
removed, along with
years of accumulated
trash until the area was
completely cleaned out.

December 2013 The lagoon restoration
project completed, though
after two years of drought
there was very little water
coming down the creek.
The outfall shown was not
bulldozed - it is possible
that the extra water in the
restoration area
contributed to the outfall
location.
So for those who contend
that the Restoration
Project affects the outlet,
this image suggests that
the current lagoon setup
might benefit surfers - and
the beach, too.

August 2014 During a good swell
there’s no apparent
change in the shape of
the wave due to the
lagoon restoration
project.
The beach does look
very narrow - which is
to be expected since
this was after a very
dry winter (only 4.5
inches of rain), and the
previous two rainy
seasons were also
significantly below
normal.

May 2015 The Lagoon
Restoration area
looks much better
than it would if the
old channels were
still existent, while
the main channel
appears to be
undergoing a
significant algae
event.
Note the outlet
meandering
towards the pier.
As for rainfall, the
previous winter
was again
significantly below
normal.

Good examples of how the beach changes (morphology) during the year. Note that the
2015-2016 winter rains were below normal. It was the fifth year in a row of below normal rains.

Feb. 2016

Oct. 2016

Oct 2017 The winter rains of 2016-2017 were above
normal, but much of the rain soaked into
the dried out watershed and not a lot of
sand came down the creek.
There doesn’t appear to be a lot of algae
build up - which was one of the goals of the
restoration project.

Dec 8 2017 Looks like the
lagoon naturally
opened up in
front of the
Adamson
House and
drained the
lagoon to a
certain extent.

Dec 31 2017 The outlet has
continued to
meander, and
the water level
in the lagoon
has dropped a
bit.

2018-2019 This chart is shows rainfall amounts in LA County. It
seemed like a rainy winter, but nothing like 1969, or
1983, or 1998, or other peak years.
But there’s another important set of factors to
consider:
• how much rain from the initial storms simply
soaked into the drought-starved land;
• How long did a particular storm last and how
much rain fell in the Malibu Creek watershed;
• How intense was the storm, and thus the intensity
of the rain eroding the Santa Monica Mountains;
• How much sand and rock did or didn’t come down
to the beach;
• What was the winter surf like: if there are short
period storm surf, then the sand is dispersed and
doesn’t have a chance to form a coherent
sandbar, much less a smooth delta; but
• If there are long period NW swells, then the sand
can be swept along the shore - and the waves
can be that much better at Malibu.

November 2018 The previous winter rains were
well below normal, so it looks like
the lagoon never did empty into
the ocean - and slowly filled up
over time.
This image also shows how the
Adamson House (formerly the
Rindge mansion built in 1929
after the dam changed the flow of
the creek into the wetlands) was
built on what used to be part of
the wetlands.
As seen on the previous slide,
during the winter of 2018-2019,
rainfall was slightly above
average, though after a drought
year much of the rain soaked into
the watershed.
In addition, the storm patterns
were somewhat inconsistent, as
was the sand replenishment
process.

June 2019 Thanks to Charles Smith, we have this drone image
taken right when the erosion issues in the cove became
quite unusual.
It was this situation that prompted many surfers to
become very concerned about “their” beach. They began
to point fingers at State Parks, the Lagoon Restoration
Project, etc. while worrying that Malibu as they know it
would be destroyed forever.
However, it must be remembered that there are very
large scale forces at work, starting with storms in the
North Pacific that bring us rain, the size of the
watershed, years of drought, not to mention the blocking
of the creek by development in the creek plain.
Some of these factors go back thousands of years,
some decades, and some not that long ago.
But to truly understand the situation requires a very
broad perspective and a lot of research and willingness
to learn.
I hope my brief version of a very long story will provide a
basis for rational, informed thinking about Nature and
Man as we again surf the great waves at Malibu this
summer.
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